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ABOUT US
Al Taqah is one of the best-selling generator maintenance company in UAE with a wider presence all around the globe. Our products are

the most cost effective solution and are of the strongest quality. As the generator maintenance company in UAE it tends to cater to all

the requirement of its customers.To design and manufacture highly reliable electric generator products and devices at affordable

prices; enable consumers to obtain high quality that is economical, regardless of their geographic location or economic conditions. To

offer the best service of generators repairing sharjah and being the best generator suppliers in sharjah we tend to upgrade ourselves

and reach the highest ebb of perfection.To become the leading company of generators repairing sharjah and the best generator

suppliers in Sharjah offering high quality electric generation products through the use of unique, revolutionary and innovative

technologies, and to provide a complete solution in every possible manner.
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OUR PRODUCTS

Diesel Generators

Switch Gear

Deep Sea Controllers

Tower Lights

Voltage regulators

The electrical Switchgear companies in UAE offer the best quality as per market standard. An absolute Inventory of

switches, circuit breakers, switch fuse units, HRC fuses, offload isolators, contractors, etc., Switchgear is the one stop

solution for the generator. Al Taqah Al Sareeah offers a significant variety of such protective devices that are needed

for or the generator. Among the Switchgear manufacturing companies in UAE, our company holds the leading position.
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In the process of generator repairs, Al Taqah Al Sareeah offers all

covering solutions. Here our generators suppliers in Sharjah offer the

machines with genuine parts and spares so that the customers can

make use of the same for years to come. Be it motor repairing or

overhauling of the generators, we offer honest and committed

support in all respect. To ensure the long and smooth running of your

machine, our team offers a perfect maintenance program.

Additionally, equipment monitoring and maintenance are ensured

with our plant maintenance services and mechanical engineering and

electrical engineering services. Other than that, you can also expect

electrical testing of motors and generators and dynamic balancing of

rotors from us.
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CONTACT US

Address: Industrial Area #2, Sharjah – United

Arab Emirates

Mail Us :altaqagen@gmail.com

Call Us : +971 50 3034492
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